Memo

To: LifeLinks CLASS Shared Living Residents and Providers
From: LifeLinks CLASS Coronavirus Task Force
Date: March 18, 2020
Re: LifeLinks CLASS Shared Living Remote Check-Ins

Dear LifeLinks CLASS Shared Living Residents and Providers:

As the situation around novel coronavirus (COVID-19) continues to evolve, our top priority is your health and safety. It is important for you to know first and foremost that there are currently no presumed or confirmed cases of COVID-19 at LifeLinks CLASS, and we are doing our part to contain the outbreak of the virus in our community.

Our dedicated Shared Living team is doing everything they can to the greatest extent possible given the severity of the public health situation. Until public health officials determine that the COVID-19 pandemic has resolved, our shared living coordinators will be transitioning to twice-weekly remote check-ins via telephone and/or video conference. They are proactively reaching out to all of you this week to offer support and guidance. And of course, our nursing and clinical team will continue to provide support on an as-needed basis.

We are grateful for the exceptional dedication of our shared living team, who are working feverishly to ensure the continuity of our services and supports. Thank you for your understanding and cooperation during this challenging time.

Please visit lifelinksclass.org/coronavirus-advisory/ for the latest updates from the task force.